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Information Systems Research

1992

it is 5 years since the publication of the seminal paper on design science in
information systems research by hevner march park and ram in mis
quarterly and the initiation of the information technology and systems
department of the communications of ais these events in 2004 are
markers in the move of design science to the forefront of information
systems research a suf cient interval has elapsed since then to allow
assessment of from where the eld has come and where it should go design
science research and behavioral science research started as dual tracks
when is was a young eld by the 1990s the in ux of behavioral scientists
started to dominate the number of design scientists and the eld moved in
that direction by the early 2000s design people were having dif culty
publishing in mainline is journals and in being tenured in many universities
yes an annual workshop on information technology and systems wits
was established in 1991 in conju tion with the international conference
on information systems icis and grew each year but that was the extent
of design science recognition fortunately a revival is underway by 2009
when this foreword was written the fourth desrist c ference has been
held and plans are afoot for the 2010 meeting design scientists regained
respect and recognition in many venues where they previously had little

Design Research in Information Systems

2010-06-14

written specifically for information systems is and computing students
and providing everything they need to know about executing a research
project this best selling textbook introduces key quantitative and
qualitative research methods makes sense of underlying philosophies and
helps readers navigate and assess existing academic papers packed with
examples from the is and computing disciplines definitions evaluation
guides and further reading suggestions this fully updated second edition
of research information systems and computing supports students of all
levels in bridging the gap between theory and practice



Researching Information Systems and Computing

2022-01-12

hardbound many relevant questions about development use and
evaluation of management information systems mis cannot be
satisfactorily addressed by contemporary approaches still they can be
attacked by research methods developed in various reference disciplines
this volume offers examples and critical discussions of research
questions and how to answer them so far uncommon in information
systems research the work also raises questions about fundamental
assumptions and the importance of reflecting upon for whom a study
becomes undertaken this proceedings can provide worthwhile guidance for
doctoral students and mis faculty concerned with addressing relevant
questions by research methods conducive to quality research

Information Systems Research

1991-01-01

information systems research relevant theory and informed practice
comprises the edited proceedings of the wg8 2 conference relevant theory
and informed practice looking forward from a 20 year perspective on is
research which was sponsored by ifip and held in manchester england in
july 2004 the conference attracted a record number of high quality
manuscripts all of which were subjected to a rigorous reviewing process
in which four to eight track chairs associate editors and reviewers
thoughtfully scrutinized papers by the highly regarded as well as the
newcomers no person or idea was considered sacrosanct and no paper
made it through this process unscathed all authors were asked to revise
the accepted papers some more than once thus good papers got better
with only 29 percent of the papers accepted these proceedings are
significantly more selective than is typical of many conference
proceedings this volume is organized in 7 sections with 33 full research
papers providing panoramic views and reflections on the information
systems is discipline followed by papers featuring critical interpretive
studies action research theoretical perspectives on is research and the
methods and politics of is development also included are 6 panel
descriptions and a new category of bright idea position papers 11 in all



wherein main points are summarized in a pithy and provocative fashion

Information Systems Research

2006-04-11

research methods information systems and contexts second edition
presents up to date guidance on how to teach research methods to
graduate students and professionals working in information management
information science librarianship archives and records and information
systems it provides a coherent and precise account of current research
themes and structures giving students guidance appreciation of the scope
of research paradigms and the consequences of specific courses of action
each of these valuable sections will help users determine the relevance of
particular approaches to their own questions the book presents
academics who teach research and information professionals who carry
out research with new resources and guidance on lesser known research
paradigms provides up to date knowledge of research methods and their
applications provides a coherent and precise account of current research
themes and structures through chapters written by authors who are
experts in their fields helps students and researchers understand the
range of quantitative and qualitative approaches available for
research as well as how to make practical use of them provides many
illustrations from projects in which authors have been involved to
enhance understanding emphasises the nexus between formulation of
research question and choice of research methodology enables new
researchers to understand the implications of their planning decisions

Research Methods

2017-11-27

contains critical contributions by seventeen scholars each writing on a
different issue of major importance to information systems research the
book is divided into two sections in part i chapters present a broad view
of practice including its sociology of knowledge the responsibility of its
professionals and the effectiveness of its tools and procedures in part ii
chapters focus on the social context of information systems
contributors address the way we think about and research the



organizational antecedents and consequences of information systems
their diffusion and our ability to understand their repercussions in the
wider network of changing social relations topics covered include
semantics systems analysis system design software engineering models
managerial expert systems information systems in organization theory a
research agenda for a transaction cost approach to information
systems and much more

The Information Systems Research Challenge

1991

with the quantity and quality of available works in information
systems is research it would seem advantageous to possess a concise
list of exemplary works on is research in order to enable instructors of
is research courses to better prepare students to publish in is venues to
that end the handbook of information systems research provides a
collection of works on a variety of topics related to is research this
book provides a fresh perspective on issues related to is research by
providing chapters from world renowned leaders in is research along
with chapters from relative newcomers who bring some interesting and
often new perspectives to is research this book should serve as an
excellent text for a graduate course on is research methods

Critical Issues in Information Systems Research

1987-05-18

this book uses action research to conduct research activities in
information technology and systems it covers the methodological issues
that arise when action research methods are conducted provides
examples of action research in practice and summarizes the philosophical
foundations of action research and its application as a methodology in
information systems research and research programs

The Handbook of Information Systems Research

2003-07-01



although critical research represents a small portion of all is research
it has always posed insightful challenges to more conventional
approaches this volume assembles a wide array of contributions by
leading researchers in the field the editors clarify the broad range of
critical research beyond the seminal contributions that appeared early in
is research making this an essential guide to contemporary approaches as
well as a summation of prior contributions daniel robey georgia state
university us this indispensable book provides an excellent overview of
the variety of perspectives that characterize critical research in the
information systems field michael d myers university of auckland new
zealand this important handbook provides a unique overview of
information systems is research by focusing on the increasing interest in
critical related issues representing a significant step forward in the
development of critical perspectives on the is field the handbook draws
together original contributions from leading authors who offer
alternatives to the current mainstream approaches to is research in
order to accommodate the various strands of critical understanding a
broad range of views and theoretical standpoints are encompassed
thereby combining theory with practical applications and offering a
valuable source of reference for this emerging area of research recent
years have witnessed a more explicit focus on critical research and
continuing in that vein the editors adopt an inclusive approach which
considers alternative insights that can arise from critical is research
topics explored include amongst others management trends and is
flexibility freedom and women s emancipation consuming passions in the
global knowledge economy critical discourse analysis for the study of
information systems evaluation of e governance projects in india
rationalities and emotions in is innovation capital information
technology and enterprise development mediated work in global business
organizations reflecting on key themes and emergent issues in critical
information systems research this handbook will be invaluable reading
for both academics and practitioners with an interest in a critical
understanding of information systems from a variety of perspectives

Information Systems Action Research

2007-02-05

philosophical paradigms theoretical frameworks and methodologies make



up the answering and problem solving systems that define current
research approaches while there are multiple research method books the
subject lacks an update and integrated source of reference for graduate
courses research methodologies innovations and philosophies in
software systems engineering and information systems aims to advance
scientific knowledge on research approaches used in systems engineering
software engineering and information systems and to update and
integrate disperse and valuable knowledge on research approaches this
aims to be a collection of knowledge for phd students research oriented
faculty and instructors of graduate courses

Handbook of Critical Information Systems
Research

2005-01-01

information systems engineering resolves the multifaceted issues of based
systems development however as part of an emergent yet prolific
industry site quality assurance is a continually adaptive process
needing a comprehensive reference tool to merge all cutting edge research
and innovations the handbook of research on information systems
quality integrates 30 authoritative contributions by 72 of the world
s leading experts on the models measures and methodologies of
information systems software quality and engineering into one practical
guide to information systems quality making this handbook of research
an essential addition to all library collections

The Information Systems Research Challenge

1984

why does information technology disappoint or enslave us why do so
many information systems projects collapse how can we do better there
are many technical social economic and other aspects to consider how
do we ensure we take all these into account as we research itc or
employ them ict affects our lives and world more profoundly than ever
before how may we understand it this book employs philosophy to lay
foundations for understanding the complexity of ict in five areas the



nature of information and computers and artificial intelligence the use of
ict at work and home for serious and less serious use the ict features
that annoy or delight us societal issues such as surveillance e
government ict in developing countries climate change what
technological progress is and what is the role of ict as a whole and of
the information systems field ict development including computer
programming knowledge engineering and project management the ideas in
this book emerge from five decades of experience of the author with ict
across industry the professions and academic life information systems
researchers will enjoy this book because it offers them new ideas and
fresh perspectives on the 500th anniversary of the european reformation
this book introduces and applies the reformational philosophy of mid
20th century dutch thinker herman dooyeweerd to contemporary
challenges of the 21st century excitingly this accessible philosophy is
grounded in everyday experience and yields a rich seedbed of ideas which
researchers and practitioners can develop to their advantage

Research Methodologies, Innovations and
Philosophies in Software Systems Engineering and
Information Systems

2012-02-29

the information systems is discipline was founded on the intersection of
computer science and organizational sciences and produced a rich body of
research on topics ranging from database design and the strategic role
of it to website design and online consumer behavior in this book the
authors provide an introduction to the discipline its development and the
structure of is research at a level that is appropriate for emerging and
current is scholars guided by a bibliometric study of all research
articles published in eight premier is research journals over a 20 year
period the authors identify and present the top 51 is research topics for
each topic they provide a brief overview time trends and references to
related influential research works the topics are organized into an is
research framework that includes research on the it artifact and is
development it and organizations it and individuals it and markets and it
for teamwork and collaboration



Handbook of Research on Web Information
Systems Quality

2008-02-28

this edited three volume edition brings together significant papers
previously published in the journal of information technology jit over its
30 year publication history the three volumes of enacting research
methods in information systems celebrate the methodological pluralism
used to advance our understanding of information technology s role in
the world today in addition to quantitative methods from the positivist
tradition jit also values methodological articles from critical research
perspectives interpretive traditions historical perspectives grounded
theory and action research and design science approaches volume 1
covers critical research grounded theory and historical approaches
volume 2 deals with interpretive approaches and also explores action
research volume 3 focuses on design science approaches and discusses
alternative approaches including semiotics research complexity theory
and gender in is research the journal of information technology jit was
started in 1986 by professors frank land and igor aleksander with the
aim of bringing technology and management together and bridging the
great divide between the two disciplines the journal was created with the
vision of making the impact of complex interactions and developments in
technology more accessible to a wider audience retaining this initial
focus the jit has gone on to extend into new and innovative areas of
research such as the launch of jittc in 2010 a high impact journal jit
shall continue to publish leading trends based on significant research in
the field

The Foundations of Information Systems

2019-12-06

recent changes in information science have emerged as a result of
challenges faced by the business social and scientific worlds as well as
continued progress in information and communication technologies
organizations have begun to seek collaborative and joint efforts that
allow them to better participate in challenging and competitive



opportunities this is illustrated by the creation of highly integrated
supply chains virtual libraries and organizations and virtual
laboratories systems science and collaborative information systems
theories practices and new research examines the impact of new
information services on day to day activities from a range of
contemporary technical and socio cultural perspectives this collection
also creates a sound theoretical basis for information systems and new
research opportunities in the field

A Survey of Core Research in Information
Systems

2013-03-29

this edited three volume edition brings together significant papers
previously published in the journal of information technology jit over its
30 year publication history the three volumes of enacting research
methods in information systems celebrate the methodological pluralism
used to advance our understanding of information technology s role in
the world today in addition to quantitative methods from the positivist
tradition jit also values methodological articles from critical research
perspectives interpretive traditions historical perspectives grounded
theory and action research and design science approaches volume 1
covers critical research grounded theory and historical approaches
volume 2 deals with interpretive approaches and also explores action
research volume 3 focuses on design science approaches and discusses
alternative approaches including semiotics research complexity theory
and gender in is research the journal of information technology jit was
started in 1986 by professors frank land and igor aleksander with the
aim of bringing technology and management together and bridging the
great divide between the two disciplines the journal was created with the
vision of making the impact of complex interactions and developments in
technology more accessible to a wider audience retaining this initial
focus the jit has gone on to extend into new and innovative areas of
research such as the launch of jittc in 2010 a high impact journal jit
shall continue to publish leading trends based on significant research in
the field



The role of information systems research centers

1980

qualitative research has become a legitimate approach within the
information systems community but researchers have traditionally
drawn upon material from the social sciences given the absence of a
single source relevant to them qualitative research in information
systems a reader represents just such a volume and is both timely and
relevant information systems and qualitative research articles are now
widely used for teaching on many upper level courses in information
systems and there is demand for a definitive collection of these readings
as a basic reader and teaching text this book expertly brings together
the seminal works in the field along with editorial introductions to
assist the reader in understanding the essential principles of qualitative
research the book is organised according to the following thematic
sections part i overview of qualitative research part ii philosophical
perspectives part iii qualitative research methods part iv modes of
analyzing and interpreting qualitative data qualitative research in
information systems a reader should become the benchmark reference point
for students and researchers in information systems management science
and others involved in information technology needing to learn about
qualitative research

Enacting Research Methods in Information
Systems: Volume 3

2016-05-20

the information systems is field represents a multidisciplinary area that
links the rapidly changing technology of information or communications
and information technology ict to the business and social environment
despite the potential that the is field has to develop its own native
theories to address current issues involving ict it has consistently
borrowed theories from its reference disciplines often uncritically to
legitimize its research this volume is the first of a series intended to
advance is research beyond this form of borrowed legitimization and
derivative research towards fresh and original research that naturally



comes from its own theories it is inconceivable for a field so relevant to
the era of the hyper connected society disruptive technologies big data
social media fake news and the weaponization of information to not be
brimming with its own theories the first step in reaching the goal of
developing native is theories is to reach an agreement on the need for
theory its rationale and its role as the most distinctive product of
human intellectual activity this volume addresses what theories are
why bother with theories and the process of theorizing itself because the
process of developing theories cannot be divorced from the product of
that process it will lay out a research agenda for decades to come and
will be invaluable reading for any academic in the is field and related
disciplines concerned with information systems technology and their
management

Systems Science and Collaborative Information
Systems: Theories, Practices and New Research

2011-11-30

design type research deals with the multidisciplinary issues of
methodology of design design principles and guidelines and philosophy of
design with the aim of producing knowledge that aids designers in becoming
more effective and efficient design type research in information systems
findings and practices aims to demonstrate that design type research is a
legitimate scientific activity particularly in the context of the field of
information systems contending that the philosophy methodology and
principles of traditional science also apply to design type of science the
research contained within this book is important to the widespread
acceptance and promotion of design type research

Advances in Research Methods for Information
Systems Research

2013-12-31

this edited two volume collection presents the most interesting and
compelling articles pertaining to the formulation of research methods
used to study information systems from the 30 year publication history



of the journal of information technology jit

Enacting Research Methods in Information
Systems: Volume 2

2016-05-27

this book contains the refereed proceedings of the first scandinavian
conference on information systems scis held in rebild denmark in august
2010 the conference was held in conjunction with the traditional iris
seminar for information systems research in scandinavia and its objective
was to extend and formalize part of the seminar to a full conference by
presenting high quality research with a particular view on the
scandinavian research community at the same time scis aims to continue
with the scandinavian information systems research tradition which has
for several decades placed emphasis on the relevance of practical
results for users industry and society at large the 10 papers accepted
for scis were presented in one single track and cover topics like
requirements engineering organizational integration it governance
adaption of standard software and outsourcing each submitted paper
was reviewed by three program committee members from scandinavia usa
and australia and this thorough selection process resulted in an
acceptance rate of 25

Qualitative Research in Information Systems

2002-05-10

this book provides a comprehensive understanding and coverage of the
various theories models and related research approaches used within is
research provided by publisher

Advancing Information Systems Theories

2021-03-21

information systems research relevant theory and informed practice
comprises the edited proceedings of the wg8 2 conference relevant theory



and informed practice looking forward from a 20 year perspective on is
research which was sponsored by ifip and held in manchester england in
july 2004 the conference attracted a record number of high quality
manuscripts all of which were subjected to a rigorous reviewing process
in which four to eight track chairs associate editors and reviewers
thoughtfully scrutinized papers by the highly regarded as well as the
newcomers no person or idea was considered sacrosanct and no paper
made it through this process unscathed all authors were asked to revise
the accepted papers some more than once thus good papers got better
with only 29 percent of the papers accepted these proceedings are
significantly more selective than is typical of many conference
proceedings this volume is organized in 7 sections with 33 full research
papers providing panoramic views and reflections on the information
systems is discipline followed by papers featuring critical interpretive
studies action research theoretical perspectives on is research and the
methods and politics of is development also included are 6 panel
descriptions and a new category of bright idea position papers 11 in all
wherein main points are summarized in a pithy and provocative fashion

Design-Type Research in Information Systems:
Findings and Practices

2012-02-29

the book deals with the concepts and applications of information
systems research both theoretical concepts of information systems
research and applications provided by publisher

Formulating Research Methods for Information
Systems

2015

this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 7th international
conference on design science research in information systems and
technology derist 2012 held in las vegas nv usa in may 2012 the 24
revised full papers presented together with 7 revised short papers were
carefully reviewed and selected from 44 submissions the papers are



organized in topical sections on dsris in practice dsris methodologies and
techniques social and environmental aspects of dsris theory and theory
building in dsris and evaluation of dsris projects

Scandinavian Information Systems Research

2010-08-10

papers from the 15th international conference on systems research
informatics and cybernetics held july 28 aug 2 2003 in baden baden
germany p v

Handbook of Research on Contemporary
Theoretical Models in Information Systems

2009-05-31

this book collects ecm research from the academic discipline of
information systems and related fields to support academics and
practitioners who are interested in understanding the design use and
impact of ecm systems it also provides a valuable resource for students
and lecturers in the field enterprise content management in information
systems research foundations methods and cases consolidates our
current knowledge on how today s organizations can manage their
digital information assets the business challenges related to
organizational information management include reducing search times
maintaining information quality and complying with reporting obligations
and standards many of these challenges are well known in information
management but because of the vast quantities of information being
generated today they are more difficult to deal with than ever many
companies use the term enterprise content management ecm to refer to the
management of all forms of information especially unstructured
information while ecm systems promise to increase and maintain
information quality to streamline content related business processes
and to track the lifecycle of information their implementation poses
several questions and challenges which content objects should be put
under the control of the ecm system which processes are affected by the
implementation how should outdated technology be replaced research is



challenged to support practitioners in answering these questions

Information Systems Research

2004-06-30

while several studies have cast retrospective looks at is research in
order to define its boundaries relatively little evidence exists regarding
the main topics that is researchers have empirically studied in an effort
to improve existing knowledge on this subject the present paper first
develops a relatively high level but sufficiently fine grained framework
that incorporates all constructs and relationships that have been
examined by is researchers then it identifies all empirical papers published in
four top is journals journal of ais journal of mis information systems
research and mis quarterly between 2001 and 2015 a total of 1 361
papers as well as the constructs and relationships they have studied
and incorporates them as well as the number of times they were studied
onto the framework the results provide an overall yet a relatively fine
grained view of empirical research that has been published in these
journals between 2001 and 2015 and can be useful for is researchers by
enabling them to identify potentially interesting and fruitful research
areas

Information Systems Research Methods,
Epistemology, and Applications

2008-11-30

this edited three volume edition brings together significant papers
previously published in the journal of information technology jit over its
30 year publication history the three volumes of enacting research
methods in information systems celebrate the methodological pluralism
used to advance our understanding of information technology s role in
the world today in addition to quantitative methods from the positivist
tradition jit also values methodological articles from critical research
perspectives interpretive traditions historical perspectives grounded
theory and action research and design science approaches volume 1
covers critical research grounded theory and historical approaches



volume 2 deals with interpretive approaches and also explores action
research volume 3 focuses on design science approaches and discusses
alternative approaches including semiotics research complexity theory
and gender in is research the journal of information technology jit was
started in 1986 by professors frank land and igor aleksander with the
aim of bringing technology and management together and bridging the
great divide between the two disciplines the journal was created with the
vision of making the impact of complex interactions and developments in
technology more accessible to a wider audience retaining this initial
focus the jit has gone on to extend into new and innovative areas of
research such as the launch of jittc in 2010 a high impact journal jit
shall continue to publish leading trends based on significant research in
the field

Design Science Research in Information Systems:
Advances in Theory and Practice

2012-05-08

this editorial book presents twelve contributions from the german
wirtschaftsinformatik that exemplify the contemporary approach of
theory guided modeling and empiricism which complements existing
approaches it summarizes recent research which has been presented at
major international and national conferences in order to demonstrate the
growing importance of this stream of research

Information Systems Research and Management
Cybernetics

2003

the overall mission of this book is to provide a comprehensive
understanding and coverage of the various theories and models used in is
research specifically it aims to focus on the following key objectives to
describe the various theories and models applicable to studying is it
management issues to outline and describe for each of the various
theories and models independent and dependent constructs reference
discipline originating area originating author s seminal articles level of



analysis i e firm individual industry and links with other theories to
provide a critical review meta analysis of is it management articles that
have used a particular theory model to discuss how a theory can be
used to better understand how information systems can be effectively
deployed in today s digital world this book contributes to our
understanding of a number of theories and models the theoretical
contribution of this book is that it analyzes and synthesizes the
relevant literature in order to enhance knowledge of is theories and
models from various perspectives to cater to the information needs of a
diverse spectrum of readers this book is structured into two volumes
with each volume further broken down into two sections the first
section of volume 1 presents detailed descriptions of a set of theories
centered around the is lifecycle including the success model technology
acceptance model user resistance theories and four others the second
section of volume 1 contains strategic and economic theories including a
resource based view theory of slack resources portfolio theory
discrepancy theory models and eleven others the first section of volume
2 concerns socio psychological theories these include personal
construct theory psychological ownership transactive memory
language action approach and nine others the second section of volume 2
deals with methodological theories including critical realism grounded
theory narrative inquiry work system method and four others together
these theories provide a rich tapestry of knowledge around the use of
theory in is research since most of these theories are from contributing
disciplines they provide a window into the world of external thought
leadership

Enterprise Content Management in Information
Systems Research

2013-11-04

this book explores new approaches which may better effectively identify
explain and improve is assessment in organizations provided by publisher

Advances in Information Systems Research

1991-01-01



this book discusses the approaches and methodologies currently being
used in the field of information systems viewed through socio technical
aspects of the design of is artifacts as well as the study of their use

Empirical Research in Information Systems,
2001-2015

2018

this volume contains the papers presented at the information systems
foundations workshop 30 september 1 october 2010 this workshop was
the fifth in the australian national university anu series of biennial
workshops that was originally inspired by one held in 1999 by kit
dampney at macquarie university and that focuses on the theoretical
foundations of the discipline of information systems is the theme of the
2010 workshop was theory building in information systems and it once
again allowed researchers and practitioners in the field of information
systems to come together to discuss some of the fundamental issues
relating to our discipline preface

Enacting Research Methods in Information
Systems: Volume 1

2016-05-30

Theory-Guided Modeling and Empiricism in
Information Systems Research

2011-10-25

Information Systems Theory

2011-09-21



Measuring Organizational Information Systems
Success: New Technologies and Practices

2012-02-29

Information Systems Research and Exploring
Social Artifacts

2013

Information Systems Foundations

2010-10-01
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